
In revolution

Sara Mae Elbert

Melodic waves of sound emanate from the speakers behind Kelli Cain. As lightly thumping
beats lay down a pace, tiny whirls of clay undulate in time with her potter’s wheel. Kelli is a
ceramicist, a musical producer, a land tender, a goat mother, partner to Brian Crabtree, and a
Catskills resident intertwined with the revolution of things. Her pottery bat revolves, as does the
clay that sits upon it. The cyclical nature of our seasons, specifically those marked by life in the
mountains, is mirrored at the potter’s wheel. Today, it’s winter, but tomorrow it will not be.







“It’s the warmest day we’ve had all year,” I proclaim, and we nod our heads in reassurance that
eventually, spring will be sprung.

“The sound of migratory returns, the smell of trees in various stages of growth and decay, the
way spring makes it feel like the heart is beating a little faster, the color of winter’s veil as
opposed to the overwhelming hues of autumn and summer—all are markers of time,” Kelli
asserts. “They are the details that announce the epic biological cycles that define our habits,
rituals, and moods.”

She guides a cylinder of clay upwards in what seems like a magical, feather-light sweep. The
cup she’s working grows even taller, and the perceived effortlessness of each movement is
mystifying. Heavy mounds of sepia-hued clay line the white studio table next to pieces in
progress; when I visit, she’s working on graceful, shallow bowls and mugs as tall as they are
wide. In the evenings, when the clay has become leather-hard, wares are trimmed and forms
gain some of their function, like handles for mugs. Each piece that lines the wooden shelves
holds an imprint of life as it was the very moment of its creation.



Before me, Kelli places a collection of textured porcelain tiles, all of them white at first glance.
However, each in fact reflects a deliberate manipulation of glaze: one takes on the iridescent,
silvery-blue hue of an icicle, another the faintest apricot glow of a chickadee’s belly, a few are
startling, starkly achromatic, like facing upward during a snowstorm. It’s hardly surprising that
this “study in white” is from a collection created as Kelli and Brian settled into a homesteader’s
way of life.



“If one were to pick up any item on my shelf,” Kelli says, “I’d be picking up evidence of this
time: pots for honey, jars for milk, vessels for fermentation, bells for signaling, bottles for cider.
All just ways to collect and notate.” The goats that Kelli and Brian kept, the mushrooms they
spore, the thick woods within which they live, the Meyer lemons thriving on their second floor,
and the barn they raised—all dictated a need for containing, storing, preserving. From this need
emerged slender ceramic milk bottles with the crisp fold of a paper carton spout, nesting bowls
fit for peeling and eating a farm-fresh egg, petite spoons with enough depth to add just a pinch
of salt to toast or sugar to tea.

Her most recent collection is punctuated by blue. Inspiration was drawn from the late winter
sky, the latest in a series of innumerable changes between December and March. Where the
sun rises, how the snow is falling, which clouds dot the horizon—each elemental movement
reflects a different shade of cerulean or robin’s egg or cobalt, and Kelli takes note of them all.

“The impact of my surroundings takes shape in the constant shift of the things coming in and
going out of season,” she explains. “It’s an amazing emotional and sensory rollercoaster.”



It is spring we await now, as winter meanders past melting snow and warmer days encourage
tiny, tightly wound buds to slowly unfurl. The light changes, yet Kelli’s wheel rotates at the same
rate, without pause. “Changing with each passing rotation?” I wonder about us, about our
relationship to the natural world. Kelli fixates on a heavy lump of clay that is slowly but surely
widening to the outside of her bat, and responds. “No, not necessarily.”

See more from Kelli Cain (http://kellicain.com)
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